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Actress VICTORIA GUTHRIE Lands Coveted
Indie Series Awards Nomination for Role in
Sci-Fi Web Series ‘MILGRAM AND THE FASTWALKERS’
LOS ANGELES (date) – Actress VICTORIA GUTHRIE has landed a ‘Best Supporting Actress – Drama’
nomination from the prestigious Indie Series Awards (ISA) for her role in the acclaimed sci-fi series,
MILGRAM AND THE FASTWALKERS. The 7th annual event will be held on April 6th at the El Portal
Theater in North Hollywood.
The ISA’s have become known as the preeminent award in the industry, celebrating the best in
independently produced scripted entertainment created for the Web.
MILGRAM AND THE FASTWALKERS follows psychiatrist Daniel Milgram (Richard Cutting), who
inadvertently becomes a detective when his client Sally Lemm (Walker Hays) plunges them both deeply
into the dark world of alien intrusion and its effects on everyday lives.
Guthrie joined the award-winning noir soap/sci-fi hybrid series with more than 2.5 million views for Season
Two as the intense UFO researcher Claire Tilghlman. She is thrilled to be nominated, adding “It is a great
honor to be selected by The Indies Series Awards. I give so much of my time, heart and soul to show
business and the art of acting, sometimes wondering if any of my efforts are being seen or are paying off.
This nomination is very gratifying, especially knowing how many wonderful projects and talented
actresses were being considered. Thank you Indie Series Awards for the nomination and for providing a
platform for Independent web series to gain greater exposure and recognition.”
Up next, Guthrie will appear in two ‘Official Selection’ films screening at the Garden State Festival in
Atlantic City (March 31-April 3). First, she stars as the upscale perfectionist ‘Alexis McGuy’ in the crimedrama feature film, HEAVY OBJECTS; and then as a nuclear scientist in a dramatic situation in the short
film, TALES OF CREATION.
This talented beauty has been very busy lately with roles in several upcoming film projects currently in
post-production, including THE FINAL MISSION, THE ORAGAMI, THE GIRL IN THE GIRLFIELD, and
STICKS AND STONES.
Guthrie has built a solid reputation in the industry with over 100 film, TV and theater credits under her belt.
She recently received an Indie Fest Award of Recognition--Supporting Actor for her role in the comedy
short STATIONARY. She also garnered praise for her role in the short film, MASTER CLEANSE, which
earned nods and awards at numerous festivals including Brooklyn Short FF, New Jersey FF, NY Shorts
Fest, Big Apple FF, Bare Bones Int’l FF, New Filmmakers New York, NYC Downtown Short FF, Seattle
True Independent FF, Manhattan FF, International Film Festival of Cinematic Arts Los Angeles, The Art of
Brooklyn FF and Fear No Festival. In addition, she appears in the celebrated indie feature WALLABOUT,
which was awarded ‘Best Personal Narrative’ at the Manhattan FF. Most notably on the small screen, she
appeared as Mrs. Wamsley on Investigation Discovery’s REDRUM and on IFC’s parody news show,
ONION NEWS NETWORK.
The Holt, Michigan native first made her way to New York City to study fashion design. It didn’t take long
for the modeling world to take notice of Guthrie’s natural beauty, sending her traveling all over the world
for shoots and runways. Eventually, she settled back down in the Big Apple, set her creative sights on
acting and hasn’t looked back.

For more information about VICTORIA GUTHRIE visit: www.victoriaguthrie.com
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